FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Euro Coin Exchange, the leading buyer of euro and Canadian coins in the U.S., announced the
establishment of a cooperative relationship with Global Coin Solutions Inc. of Toronto, Canada.
Atlanta, GA -- Euro Coin Exchange, the leading buyer of euro and Canadian coins in the
U.S., announced the establishment of a cooperative relationship with Global Coin Solutions
Inc. of Toronto, Canada. The announcement followed closely the completion of a major
transaction involving the processing of over CAD $200,000.00 in coins which required the
transportation of over four tons of bagged Canadian coins from New York City to Toronto.
Euro Coin Exchange purchased the coins from the NYC Metropolitan Transit Authority and
transported them to Toronto with the assistance of Global Coin Solutions, Via Mat
International, and Brinks Canada.
Kenneth Mitteldorf, the founder of Euro Coin Exchange, made the announcement from the
company’s principal office in suburban Atlanta, GA. “Global Coin Solutions is a perfect
trading partner for our business,” Mitteldorf said as he thanked Scott Hutchings, President of
Global Coin Solutions, for his assistance with the New York coin transaction. “The business
of processing and repatriating foreign coins requires flexibility and creativity. No two
transactions are ever the same. Our customers have different needs and requirements, and so
often are pleased to learn of opportunities where they previously saw only problems. Global
Coin Solutions has an uncanny ability to identify opportunities and solve problems for its
customers.”
Mitteldorf also expressed his enthusiasm Global Coin Solutions’ focus upon charitable giving
opportunities. “Euro Coin Exchange has historically encouraged its customers to support
charities by donating their foreign currency to worthy causes, and by assisting charities in
converting their own collections into dollars. Global Coin Solutions was established with
charitable giving as the core focus of its business. Scott has an amazing ability to show large
organizations how foreign coin collections can play a role in furthering their own charitable
efforts, and then to support those organizations as they launch and develop their programs.”
Mr. Hutchings established Global Coin Solutions after acquiring the Canadian assets of Coin
Co International PLC after that company ceased its Canadian operations. Hutchings worked
for several years in the foreign coin business, servicing major accounts such as Air Canada,
Air Transat and Tim Horton’s, and was excited when presented with the opportunity to
continue serving those clients as the Chief Executive of his own business. Scott brings a
unique perspective to the business, having previously helped build other small businesses as
well as having over 13 years with Lenovo/IBM.
Founded by attorney Ken Mitteldorf in Atlanta, Georgia, Euro Coin Exchange has established
itself as the leading North American buyer of non-collectable euro, British, Canadian and
Swiss coins from individuals and businesses on the internet. In the U.S., the company buys
foreign coins and paper money, including pre-euro paper money such as Deutsche Marks,
Belgian francs and Spanish pesetas, and imports bulk U.S. coins from other countries.

ABOUT Euro Coin Exchange: Euro Coin Exchange is a web-based, mail-order currency
exchange providing U.S. businesses and individuals a convenient way to sell their Canadian,
British, euro and Swiss coins for a fair price. The company also buys old (pre-euro) paper
currency. In addition, Euro Coin Exchange buys American coins and mutilated banknotes
from overseas currency exchanges and other businesses, and assists those customers with
shipping their bulk coins back to the U.S., clearing customs and arranging for secure
transportation and deposit into an American bank.
For more information, see http://www.webuyeuros.com.
ABOUT Global Coin Solutions: Global Coin Solutions is positioning itself to be the
processor and repatriator of choice for foreign currency in Canada and Canadian currency
throughout the world. Our target clients include various airlines and airports, “on the ground”
charities, businesses wanting to support charity through the collection of foreign/mixed
currency, and transit organizations.
For more information, see http://www.GlobalCoinSolutions.com
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